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VIRTUAL CLASS IN ENGLISH

Description

Learning objectives

Become an expert in air freight transport of live animals and understand all operational
processes and regulations! Due to hands-on exercises, you will gain a comprehensive and
valuable insight into the practical processes. This can lead to an increase in quality,
efficiency, risk and cost minimization in your company.
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Air freight forwarders
Employees of logistics departments of the shipping and loading industry
Employees and newcomer in the air freight industry
Individuals with an interest in air freight

Ø COURSE MATERIAL
Ø HANDOUT
Ø CERTIFICATE
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Modules

This virtual course provides solid basic knowledge on the transport of live animals, from
reservation to loading and documentation, taking into account the current legal situation
and regulations. Learn about the special requirements for live animal transports in air
freight and gain in-depth knowledge of the legal framework and all necessary precautions
to bring your live cargo gently and safely to its destination. In addition to the current safety
standards, you will learn interesting facts about classification and behaviour of the animals
to be transported and receive practical tips.

Safe and gentle transportation of live animals by land to/from the airport and by air
Become familiar with the IATA Live Animals Regulations (LAR)
Recognition and avoidance of dangerous situations
Developing standard operating procedures and insight into documentation when shipping live animals
Understanding the special design principles of containers for live animal transports
Learning about possible animal behaviour during transport
Optimization of loading and unloading processes as well as feeding and watering
Developing emergency and delay management concepts

